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Lesson Plan Four 

Valuing a Tree  

Carl Armstrong 

Grades 11-12 

About the author/teacher:  

AP Environmental Science Teacher 

carlparmstrong@gmail.com 

Waubonsie Valley High School 

Aurora, IL 

Environmentalist 

https://twitter.com/WaubonsieGreen 

Related Unit: How do you value a tree? Lesson Length: 1 class period no-block 

Enduring Understandings Essential Questions 

● Humans can have a profound impact on their local 

environments 

● Human impact is a global phenomenon 

● People have been significantly impacting the 

environment for many generations 

● Over time, enough human impacts will affect 

climate and weather patterns 

● Human impacts can be measured, charted, and 

tracked 

● Ecosystems provide free services that people 

depend on. These services have value which can be 

measured. 

 

● How do you value a tree? 

● How can climate change impact how my 

neighborhood looks? 

● Why is it hard to predict the impacts of human 

actions? 

Transfer Goals 

Asking questions 
Developing and using models 
Analyzing and interpreting data 
Constructing explanations  
Engaging in argument from evidence 
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information 

Learning Objectives 

● Pull from the Unit and Scaffold to Individualize Instruction. 

Library of Congress: Primary Sources Materials/Supplies/Resources 
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● Pull from the Unit and Add Additional as 

Appropriate. 

 

Lesson Plan 

Engage: How can I get students interested in this? 

● As students walk in, have written on the board/screen, “Yesterday we learned there are 3 trillion trees on Earth. 

How many of those are cut down every year?” 

● As the bell rings, have students discuss this question in their small groups for 2 minutes. Ask each group to report 

out. Some observant students with good memories might remember the answer from yesterday if they read 

closely. 

● Go to https://go.nature.com/2ItH7om and zoom to the highlighted summary at the top. Roughly 15 billion trees are 

cut down each year. 

● Discuss this number with students. Also, discuss this number with students in relation to yesterday’s bell-ringer. Ask 

students what 15 billion trees means to them. 

Explore: What tasks/questions can I offer to help students puzzle through this? 

● What level of ecosystem services do the ash trees we surveyed provide? 

● Have students go to http://treebenefits.com/calculator/ . This is a tool that lets anyone approximate the values of 

ecosystem services across a range of categories.  

● At this point you have several options depending on how student-centered/teacher-centered you’d like to make 

things. You can tell students to use their data from yesterday to compute the ecosystem service values from the 

school ash trees, you can have the students explore the site for a few minutes and then take questions, or you can 

choose an example tree and go through the calculator with them. Either way, at the end of this part, students 

should have thoroughly explored the tree calculator. 

 

 

 

Explain: How can I help students make sense of their observations? 

 

*Questions should be of higher order, to encourage student explanations and support of claims and/or evidence. 

Extend/Elaborate: How can my students apply their new knowledge to other situations? 

• Regardless of direction, students will eventually be computing the ecosystem values for the trees. 

• You may group and organize students however works best for your class. However, the ideal will be a class with 5 

groups, with one group assigned to each ecosystem service category the calculator addresses: Storm water, 

Property value, Energy, Air quality, and carbon dioxide.  

• Have students create a presentation centered around one of the ecosystem service categories.  

• Presentations should have the quantified amount of ecosystem services provided by all of the surveyed ash trees. 

Additionally, presentations should explain how the tree performs the ecosystem service, and why it is important. 

Teachers may choose to include other criteria in the presentations at their discretion. 

• Allow students time in class to calculate and create. 

• Address student questions as they arise 

https://go.nature.com/2ItH7om
http://treebenefits.com/calculator/
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Evaluate: How can I help my students self-evaluate and reflect on the learning? 

● The bell-ringer/exit slip activity will allow the teacher to gauge student knowledge and progress based on answers 

provided. 

● Discussion questions throughout the lesson allow for students to gauge their own level of understanding, and for 

the teacher to ascertain whether students are able to achieve the I Can statements. 

● Evaluation should be ongoing throughout the lesson- there is no set “time” for this. 

 

 

 


